Vehicle Chassis Controls Overview and Hiring Opportunities

Abstract – Join Andy Brown and his colleagues from Ford Motor Company Vehicle Motion Controls to learn about Ford and gain important insight into the jobs of engineers in industry. See how real-world control systems are designed and implemented, and get a glimpse into their latest features. And – Ford is seeking full time applicants! (Must be legally authorized to work in the US, and Visa sponsorship is available.) You will hear about an opportunity to engineer cutting-edge safety and performance vehicle control features while driving the latest prototype vehicles like the F150 Lighting.

Bio – Andy Brown leads the Vehicle Motion Controls Advanced Architecture team at Ford Motor Company, located in Dearborn, MI. Andy received his BS from Kettering University and MS in Mechanical Engineering from the University of Michigan. He has been with Ford for the last 20 years, and has been working in Chassis Controls Development area for the last 18 years.
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